


STONE

A N T I Q U E  S T O N E  C O L L E C T I O N

Rare antique reclaimed stone is the eternal captivator. It creates an immediate 
impression and imprints a lasting memory on all who witness its beauty.

When you select from the exclusive Lapicida Antique Stone Collection, you are 
not simply specifying scarce stone from an age since lost, you are reclaiming an 
important period in world history. Rich in provenance, it brings romance and 
gravitas to your interior and exterior designs. The collection unites stone from 

medieval, historic and stately English homes, antique terracotta tiles of 18th 
Century French residences and Jerusalem limestone, 500 years old, 

from the Hebron Mountains.

Lapicida isn’t simply the custodian of historically significant stone. Lapicida 
is responsible for its discovery, restoration and transformation using the latest 

technologies and decades of expertise in reviving stone surfaces. 

The discerning appoint Lapicida to realise their visions in antique stone. 
Foreign royalty, heritage aficionados, architects and specifiers place their 

trust in Lapicida to unearth masterpieces in reclaimed stone. 

Legendary quality. Unabashed exclusivity. Only from Lapicida: 
the absolute authority in antique stone.

LIMITED EDITION

     /1500



ANTIQUE 
GEOMETRIC 
Rare antique bespoke floor hand-crafted from 
five uniquely different reclaimed stones from 
around the world.



BARR DE 
MONTPELLIER  
A highly sophisticated stone floor dating circa late 
18th and early 19th Century from grand homes 
around Montpellier. Flags of Montpellier.

750 X 500 X 30MM 



DALLE DE 
BOURGOGNE
Stunning reclaimed limestone hard-wearing 
floors from the Bordeaux region of France, 
circa late 18th and early 19th Century.

OPEN PATTERN X 30MM 



BLONDE BARR
Hand-sawn and shaped limestone fashioned 
from the grandest homes of Languedoc, France, 
between 1820 and 1900.

400 X RANDOM X 30MM



GREY BARR
Fine hand-sawn and expertly-shaped limestone 
from the now redundant quarries of the 
Languedoc, circa 1820 to 1900.

400 X RANDOM X 30MM 



BARR DE 
MONTPELLIER  
18th/19th Century quarried limestone found 
exclusively in the châteaux and grand houses 
around the Montpellier region.

750 X 500 X 30MM



PIETRA DI ITALIA
With its rich patina, this is the very finest grade 
of Italian antique floor and the hardest of the 
entire collection.

COURSED X 30MM



PIETRA DI ITALIA
Rustic yet refined reclaimed limestone. 
Rescued from  Italian countryside homes 
steeped in history and romance.

COURSED X 30MM



LYON TERRACOTTA
300 year old earthy terracotta floors traditionally 
used to cover floors in rooms throughout 
European homes.

150 X 150 X 25/30MM



FRENCH 
TERRACOTTA 
HEXAGON
Beautifully tessellated 17th Century handmade 
clay floors from country houses nestled in the 
Loire Valley.

160 X 160 X 25/30MM



LYON TERRACOTTA
Mediterranean antique terracotta, moulded by 
hand and fired in French wood-burning kilns 
around 300 years ago.

150 X 150 X 25/30MM



PASSION IN STONE

Exquisite hand-selected 19th Century Antique 
English grey sandstone. Octagonal-cut with 
reclaimed java inserts.

AVAILABLE UP TO 600MM



ANTIQUE 
CENTREPIECE
Bespoke antique floor design representative of 
the grand entrances prevalent in stately homes 
throughout Europe. 



ENGLISH ANTIQUE
Coursed Antique English with original hand-
crafted edge finish. A floor of history and 
character for traditional or modern interiors.

RANDOM X COARSED X 30MM



BESPOKE 
GEOMETRIC
Antique 3D floor unifies three uniquely different 
reclaimed stones, expertly hand-selected and 
hand-crafted. 



NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 
LIMESTONE
A rare grey select limestone from one of 
Nottinghamshire’s redundant quarries seen in this 
stately home.

ON REQUEST



ANTIQUE ENGLISH
Distinctive Herringbone mason-cut Antique 
English stone also available in diamond edge cut.

100 X 50 X 30MM



ANTIQUE ENGLISH
Exemplary late 18th to early 19th Century English 
reclaimed sandstone floors in an open pattern. 

OPEN PATTERN X 30MM 



ANTIQUE
ENGLISH
Captivatingwww grey Antique English sandstone, 
expertly select-coursed with a classic mason-cut.

RANDOM X COURSED X 30MM



ANTIQUE
ENGLISH
A completely unique product to Lapicida, this 
exclusive reverse face wall tile is also available 
sandblasted. 

RANDOM X COURSED X 30MM



ANTIQUE
ENGLISH
A combination of second face and reverse face 
wall coverings. Exclusive antique reclaimed 
products from Lapicida. 



ANTIQUE ENGLISH
An exclusive reclaimed product from Lapicida, 
quarried as early as 1800, this second face eco 
product unites new and old.

RANDOM X COURSED X 30MM



DEVOTION
IN STONE
Coursed Antique English with original hand-
crafted edge finish - used to great effect in homes 
since medieval times.

RANDOM X COURSED X 30MM



authenticity 
Lapicida’s team of antique reclaimed floor experts lead the field in sourcing the finest stone. From 
the most esteemed stately homes, manor houses and châteaux to rustic farmhouses and impressive 

public buildings throughout Europe and the Middle East. Each consignment is carefully catalogued 
and transported to Lapicida’s 15,000sqft conditioning rooms. Here, craftsmen clean, measure and 
shape individual stone tiles to fit their specific destination. The entire process is documented with 

photographic proof and precise written details. Once the antique reclaimed floor leaves the conditioning 
rooms, every floor is finally checked and photographed right through to its final home.

technical
One of the challenges of working with antique reclaimed stone floors is that it must be milled to a 

regulated thickness before being laid down in an interior project. Therefore specialist machinery is 
required. Lapicida has brought together, for the first-time, bespoke machine technology and master 
craftsmen. These two work in unison to ensure that the antique stones are fit for modern building 

requirements whilst maintaining their historic integrity. Each antique floor is calibrated to a 30mm+/- 
depth for internal use and then crafted using various age old and modern techniques, creating 

some of the world’s most unique and prestigious floors.

inspiration 
Due to the experience of Lapicida stonemasons, the unique mix of traditional and modern machining 

techniques and an extensive collection of antique stones from around the globe, Lapicida is able to offer 
a bespoke service in reclaimed flooring and wall-covering. This offering from Lapicida allows clients to 

create patterns and designs of their choice. Be inspired. Challenge Lapicida’s team of stone 
experts to create a masterpiece in antique stone.

sourcing 
Lapicida has spent over two decades working directly with individuals and businesses of repute who 

are responsible for some of the finest buildings around Europe and the Middle East. Forging strong, 
reliable relationships has ensured that Lapicida antique stone floors encapsulate the greatest quality 

and integrity. Lapicida’s passion for these rare antique stones borders upon an obsession. This ensures 
that our customers receive only the very best quality genuine antique stone, never inferior or copied 

alternatives. Lapicida is continuously looking to extend its stock of genuine antique reclaimed floors and 
is always interested in discussing commercial arrangements with new individuals or suppliers.

services
As the market leader, Lapicida offers a number of pioneering services within the antique reclaimed floor 

market. These include the conditioning of reclaimed stone floors and reclaimed bespoke floors from 
design plus the reconditioning of antique stone floors within existing buildings. Lapicida also specializes 

in sourcing antique stone floors, provides colour and size matching and offers a dry lay service with 
room laser overlay enabling remote product selection. Lapicida continues to develop its service 

offering and encourages clients to always challenge to achieve absolute excellence. 

environmental 
Lapicida antique stone floors are recycled and therefore present an environmentally friendly alternative 
for the discerning customer. Sustainability is precisely why Lapicida has invested so heavily into this area 
of its stone business. CORE is a unique Lapicida initiative and a sign of real commitment to improving 

environmental performance and continually striving for perfection. Lapicida will continue to 
develop ranges sensitively and with genuine environmental consciousness.

samples
Lapicida has the world’s largest antique reclaimed collection on display. Spanning over 3,000sq ft, 
it provides the opportunity to view individual consignments at its HQ and large samples in other 
showrooms. If you are unable to visit a Lapicida showroom, three different sampling services are 

available. For antique reclaimed products, 10 x 10cm samples can be ordered online at www.lapicida.
com. Full tile samples delivered by courier can be ordered by telephoning 01423 400500. Where 

appropriate, for professionals, a selection of samples can be personally delivered and 
presented by a member of the Lapicida project team. 

acknowledgements

antique
jerusalem
Inarguably the most historic in the collection, 
between 1000 and 400 years old, from the Hebron 
Mountines of Israel.

150 X 150 X 20 / RANDOM X RANDOM X 30MM



www.lapicida.com

Head Office. St James Park
Knaresborough. Harrogate. HG5 8PJ

Tel: +44 (0) 1423 400 500

31 Lisson Grove. Marylebone 
London. NW1 6UB

Tel: +44 (0) 20 3012 1000


